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About This Game

Run Run and Die is a crazy and atypical challenging runner!

Our funny little penguin wakes up in a test room, but suddenly something goes wrong and everything blows up! And so begins
one of the wildest, silliest, and challenging flights in video game history! But who is behind all this? How did our hero arrived

there? And why can't our poor little penguin remember anything? Well there's only one way to find out... beat the game!

You must help our penguin hero escape a hellish complex through 24 levels filled with spikes, bombs, robots, traps, and more!
Prepared to die? Just remember one thing... RED is DEATH.

Key Features

- Simple to play but difficult to clear
- 24 crazy levels including some special retro levels for nostalgic fans

- The best-looking version of Run Run and Die
- Collect all energy balls for advance in the game

- Enjoy full color illustrations that narrate the story
- Connected to Twitter and Facebook
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run run and jump. run run and die

first of my playtime is wrong because i played in offline mode. i finished the game
the only thing this game has to do with undertale exept the name is how great the music and the dialogs are compared to the
gameplay.
secret tip: you cant buy the soundtrack on steam (due to probably lycensing problems) but you can but it somewhere else for
exmaple amazon

also there is a gay dragon. I really wanted to like and recommend this game, but I simply can't do it. The graphics are good
looking, there're some cool songs and sound effects, the overall gameplay is acceptable, with some power-ups and everything
and there's even a story as a background to keep you engaged. So, what's the problem?

The random premise of the game, combined with some relentless conditions that have to be fulfilled in order to advance, turns
the experience that it was supposed to be fulfilling into something completely stressful. In other words, if you're expecting to
play something casual and relaxing, you're gonna be extremely disappointed.

If you'd like my advice, save your money, or better yet, save your time: Don't give this one a try.. Game seems ok. But in 2017
you expect SOOOO much more from a 7 day F2P > P2P. I would say play it for 7 days and just.... errr.. go on to other things..
The game can get very repetitive but only after you've played three hours for every dollar spent. Nice job!. Well, it's Crashday...
if you don't know it yet, watch the videos above. It's a Derby destruction game with softbodies, missiles and mini guns, tuning
and a chessboard oriented map editor. The modding community is alreayflooding the workshop with content and... oh yeah, it's
from 2006.

In case you actually know this game from back then, here is what they changed:
-Redone Multiplayer based on steam
-"pickups" like ammo, boost and repair
-Controller support (even in menus) and adjustment
-Graphics (don't expect too much), but it's all in he right places
-The career difficulty is kicking butts now and it's localized in English
-The gui was updated
-Launcher with Modloader

Overall that's it. That and the Steam Workshop implementation.

I wish they would have given us a look around option, the right stick has no use and they could have given us a few more options
in the editor, simply reducing hardware based limitations.

They ask you to pay 12 bucks for it and for me and my nostalgia glasses there's no debate, but for anyone, I think it's a fair and
reasonable price. Sure it's old, but this game lives! And do you know why? Because their fanbase rocked on for a decade and
their original Creators put all their dedication and love into this and they still do after almost 20 years since they started
programming it!
So... Hell yeah, it's worth it! Join in on the action and blow S,H1T up!
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I really appreciate the writing in this game. The story is very campy and it knows it so it embraces that in a good way. There is
also little Easter eggs referencing nerd culture for you to find which is awesome. Gameplay is super simple but it’s entertaining
enough. Definitely worth the price of admission.. a Different than usual game, but for it's price i got my worth of enjoyment,
different mechanics and once you get the hang of it the game is actually fun to play, but mistakes are brutally met , it is one of
those games that has the perma death feature where you will have to restart if you fail.. I want my money back this game sucks!
Don't buy it. It needs a lot of work it has potential but it is in the baby stages. DONNOT BUY THIS GAME! TWO THUMBS
DOWN.. My fiance bought me this game because I am autistic and our daughter is named Max. I happen to love this game and
recommend it highly to anyone who wants to have a fun time!. I could have been drinking. Instead I got this game. Now I'm 59
cents poorer and I want to drink even more.
11/10 for giving me literal and figurative AIDS, and for me wanting to kill myself
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